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Good afternoon everyone, my name is Joe Clancy, I’m a landscape architect at WSP specialising in biophilic design, community engagement and active travel. Today I’ll be speaking about the role of greening in the Mayor’s School Air Quality Audit programme.



Project background

“London’s dirty air is a 
public health 
emergency” 
The Mayor of London
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Over 400 London primary schools are located in areas which exceed legal pollution limits, with 25% of primary schools in areas with dangerously high levels of air pollutionRoad transport in London responsible for nearly 50% of NOx at roadside, large part of that diesels. Diesel fumes recently reclassified as a “grade 1 carcinogen”, meaning they are a “definite cause of cancer”. World Health Organisation declares diesel in the same category as asbestos and mustard gas.Short-term exposure to concentrations of NO2 can cause inflammation of the airways, increasing susceptibility to respiratory infections and to allergens. In polluted areas of London children’s lungs have up to 10% lower capacity than usual. We also know that poor air quality affects cognitive performance, but a study of nearly 3,000 Barcelona school children found that those attending schools with more traffic pollution also had slower cognitive development.Primary school children are amongst the most vulnerable, leading to The Mayor’s School Air Quality Audit ProgrammeThe Mayor’s School Air Quality Audit Programme is led and funded by the GLA.•WSP was commissioned in 2017 to undertake audits in 50 primary schools in the most polluted areas in London.•The total cost of the programme was £830k, including the 10k starter grants awarded to participating schools to support the implementation of the audit’s recommendations.•The aim of the audit was to encourage London boroughs to audit every school within an area of high pollution, the programme has created a generic school air quality audit toolkit of over 100 measures which can be used by any school, workplaces, hospitals and other organisationsFollowing the success of this programme, the Mayor has extended it to 20 nurseries across the capital in May 2018.Monitoring of results is currently being undertaken by some of the participating schools, so I do not have the data to hand.



Scope & objectives
• Identify the sources of outdoor air quality and 

potential exposure 

• Identify, evaluate and recommend a combination 
of hard hitting measures and pragmatic approaches 

• Engage school communities to educate 
stakeholders

• Engage eligible London boroughs and other 
relevant stakeholders

• Provide recommendations
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Audited 50 schools across London…aimed to establish a robust process and toolkit of measures to be rolled out across London by boroughs and primary schoolsComprehensive toolkit of over 100 measuresHard hitting measures and low cost approachesWe will talk about the greening measures the schools did to implement our recommendations and also discuss the wider benefits of greening schools that should be considered in addition to air quality.



The role of greening…
Case Study 01: St. Mary’s, Chiswick
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With greening interventions, we emphasise that they have a low but positive impact in terms of AQ, but this was very locationally and context specific, but that they also bring a lot of wider benefits. Such as:AcousticsBiodiversityVisual amenity - green, scenes of nature reduces blood pressure, increases cognitive performanceReduces exposure to air pollution by blocking particulate matter and improving air quality – Generally, the thicker and denser the screen, the better:A dense vegetation layer with a high leaf density can as much as halve the levels of pollution just behind the barrier, though the benefit tails off with increasing distance. It led to a decrease in the pollution concentrations on the playground side by 23% for NO2 and 38% for PM10This shows the importance of spatial configurations, programming of space for play and outdoor learning to minimise exposure to pollution (indoors and out). Tokenistic greenery is not enough, location, context and use of space are paramount.AcousticsBiodiversityVisual amenity - green, scenes of nature reduces blood pressure, increases cognitive performanceChiswick Oasis, secured significant additional funding and a campaign back by local politicians, parents and celebrities as well as the Mayor of London’s office – the green wall alone has improved air quality by 37%. The 126 meter wall is the largest ever installed at a school in the UK and is made up of 12,000 plants.



46% 13%

Adding value: Mental health & cognitive performance
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The school playground can be an important daily experience of natureAs we spend 90% of our time indoors. ¾ of UK children now spend less time outdoors each day than prison inmates!46% of the global urban population is now living at densities that are linked to higher incidences of depressionOnly 13% of the global urban population live close enough to nature to reap its mental heath benefitsExperiences of nature have been shown to enhance mood, self-esteem and productivity. Through experiences of nature, school children can adopt more pro-environmental behaviours in adulthood, from diet to mode of transport choice. Children with childhoods full of experiences of nature are 24% more likely to volunteer in environmental stewardship schemes as adults.



Case study 02: St Paul’s CofE Primary School
(Hammersmith and Fulham)
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Through experiences of nature, school children can adopt more pro-environmental behaviours in adulthood, from diet to mode of transport choice. Children with childhoods full of experiences of nature are 24% more likely to volunteer in environmental stewardship schemes as adults.BackgroundSt Paul’s CofE Primary School has approximately 250 pupils, 46% of which walk to school.Additionally, roughly 27,600 vehicles per day travel on the core roads within a 200m radius of the school.AimsThe School wanted to create a “mini woodland” with lots of outdoor space that the children can learn in, but that also acts as a barrier to pollution.School have had a Green Ivy Wall installed along Hammersmith Bridge Road and the adjacent perimeter fence via the £10K starter grant. Have had a woodland area installed with 17 semi-mature trees, seating areas and outdoor learning areas through the Trees for Cities programme. As part of the woodland installation, staff attended workshops to make them aware of why the woodland was being installed and the issues around air pollution.
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Measures Delivered to Date
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Applies to schools only*Nurseries, 20, in process now- 15 of 20 recommendations for Greening.As can be seen a lot of schools have been delivering measures involving awareness raising and behaviour change such as welcome packs with clean walking routes, and holding assembly's on air pollution and what you can do to reduce exposure. 35 Schools out of the 49 have implemented measures relating to green infrastructure such as Ivy walls and green screens. School GroundsFocus largely on reducing exposureGreen infrastructureGreen screening/ climbers, and/or trees and plantingReducing time in exposed areasDesign out use of more polluted parts of the playground/ free-flow spacesPromoting sustainable travel Additional scooter/ cycle parking, for children, parents, visitors and staff



Adding value: Covid-19 response & safer streets

Interventions can be:
- Low cost, but effective
- Temporary & agile
- Small in scale, but high in frequency
- Bring multiple benefits 
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78% of toolkit measures are projected to have relatively small impacts on air quality in isolation, But they’re a package of quick win measures - lower impact but in combination can contribute to making a more immediate improvement in air qualityMoving forward, and as part of lessons learnt from Mayor’s audit and the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, we should be looking to expand the narrative outside of the school gates, as others have done. For example Hackney’s School Street programme toolkit, reducing traffic and creating safer, healthier streets.



Adding value: Cross platform integration
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Combine energy, water and biodiversity strategies with air quality interventions as part of wider, more permanent safer street measures. Traffic calming, cycle parking, wider pavements, etc.Marylebone LEN – Air quality, SuDs, safer streets



Expanding the challenge…..
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Can we expand the challenge on greening around schools and move beyond simply improving air quality and improving overall health, well-being and access to greenspace.Paris has set the bold goal of converting 800 school grounds to double as green spaces by 2040, to be of use to the public after school hours as a means of improving air quality, storing carbon, reducing run-off, improving thermal comfort (in response to 2017’s heatwave) and equitable access to nature for the cities residents.Could London challenge itself to convert 100 schools into green spaces, using the 50 schools already covered by the Mayor’s air quality audit programme? We’ve laid the groundwork and shown how effective low cost solution can be as part of a cumulative effort.



Thank You

Email:
joe.clancy@wsp.com

Twitter:
@G_reen_I_Joe
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